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GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And this morning, the state of play in the race for control of
Congress. Where the momentum is right now.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Live on GMA; Two Weeks to High-Stakes Midterms; State of Play
in the Battle for Congress]

STEPHANOPOULOS: Let's bring in our political director Rick Klein with his midterm monitor
and, Rick, momentum’s clearly going towards Republicans right now. 

RICK KLEIN: Yeah, we've seen a real shift just in the last couple of weeks, George. This is the
most basic question: Do you want a Democrat or a Republican to control Congress? You saw up
until a couple of days ago Democrats actually were leading in that, but in the last few days,
Republicans have nosed ahead. They’re up by about half a percentage point. And here’s the
thing. The way the districts are drawn typically Democrats have to outperform Republicans by a
couple of points to even have a chance to hold on to the House and Senate. 

STEPHANOPOULOS: Few key races in the Senate could go either way. 

KLEIN: Yeah, look, a 50/50 Senate. Any single seat could be the majority maker or the majority
breaker. Just take Pennsylvania. Right now, Democrats have a little better than a coin flip chance,
55 out of 100 chance, according to our partners at fivethirtyeight of taking the Senate, but we’ve
got the only Senate debate in Pennsylvania. And if John Fetterman is able to defeat Dr. Oz after
having that first debate today, all of a sudden, Democrats jump to about three in four chance, just
based on that one race. Now, Republicans, of course, they’re on offense in a whole lot of places.
Maybe their best opportunity for a pickup out in Nevada. Senator Catherine Cortez Masto, one of
the most endangered Democrats anywhere in the country right now, if Nevada goes red,
Republicans go to a seven in ten chance just based on that race.

STEPHANOPOULOS: And Republican takeover of the House all but certain? 

KLEIN: Look, you see right now Democrats who are battling a lot of tough history, a lot of tough
math — maps — math. All of these things pointing in the same direction. Democrats have
almost no margin for error, Republicans just have to flip about five seats to take over the



majority. History would suggest that's extremely easy to do. And here’s the thing. Fivethirtyeight
has run just about every possible scenario and they see all of these red ones. That means that
Republicans are heavily favored, about an eight in ten chance to take over the House. 

STEPHANOPOULOS: Rick Klein, thanks very much. 
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STEPHANOPOULOS: Also counting down to midterm elections with exactly two weeks from
the final votes, eight million people have already voted early. The Senate is now 50/50, so any
state could make or break a majority. Tonight, the first and only debate in Pennsylvania between
Dr. Mehmet Oz and John Fetterman. 


